


At Inventables™, we believe creating  
beautiful products should be easy.



Meet Easel.™

Easel is a fun way to design 
and make projects from real 
materials.

It’s free. It’s simple.  
It works in your browser.



Meet Shapeoko.

Shapeoko is a $650 CNC milling machine. Pair it with 
Easel™ to turn your designs into finished products. It’s like 
having a factory on your desktop.



To demonstrate how Easel™ works, we made this 
bottle opener out of aluminum and walnut.



Easel™
 
has a simple three 

step approach: pick your 
material, design your part 
and send it to the machine. 
The machine will cut out 
exactly what you see on 
your computer screen.



The bottle opener is just the beginning.

A new generation of artisans is emerging. 
They are fusing classic hand-crafting 
techniques with modern software and 
machines, like Easel™ and Shapeoko 2,  
to create beautiful products.

These are their stories.



DRIFT Eyewear
CHICAGO, IL

www.DRIFTEYEWEAR.com

In an era of rapid product development, 
Chris Mantz and the founders of DRIFT 
Eyewear discovered that the best methods 
are not always the easiest. 

A pairing of CNC milling and old-school 
craftsmanship provide the foundation of 
their 2000-square-foot Chicago studio,  
where every DRIFT frame is finished by 
hand, by real people, and with supreme 
attention to detail.



These DRIFT Eyewear frames were 
milled from walnut, wenge and 
maple hardwoods and matte finish 
acetate.



EXOvault
BROOKLYN, NY

www.EXOvault.com

EXOvault is the creation of 
sculptors Jonathan Schipper and 
Amelia Biewald. As artists turned 
entrepreneurs, they focus on low-
volume, high-quality work with 
impeccable craftsmanship. 

The metal and wood for these 
phone cases are CNC milled 
and finished by hand, all in their 
Brooklyn studio.



iTag Studios
ATASCADERO, CA

www.etsy.com/store/iTagStudios

Marjie Hill and Ressie Fry started iTag 
Studios in 2009 with a simple but 
powerful mantra — Think. Design. Make. 
Their work includes customizable signs, 
wedding accessories and chandeliers 
with a chic, rustic finish. 

The “love” sign and mustache place card 
holder can be CNC milled from wood.



Gramovox
CHICAGO, IL

www.gramovox.com

Gramovox, the world’s first Bluetooth 
gramophone, was designed by 
Chicagoans Pavan Bapu and Jeff 
Parrish. Its form and function are a  
marriage of vintage and modern 
aesthetics. 

The black metal horn is complemented 
by a sleek CNC milled wood base.



mini-Fab
ARLINGTON, TX

www.shop.mini-fab.com

mini-Fab is a marriage between 
traditional woodworking 
techniques and cutting-edge 
digital fabrication. Matt McCoy, 
the founder, crafts personalized 
goods from wood, leather, 
aluminum and more. 

This Corian and cork coaster set 
was milled on a Shapeoko 2.



www.centralstandardtiming.com

Central Standard Timing
CHICAGO, IL

Dave Vondle and Jerry O’Leary set 
out to make an ultra-thin, minimal, 
low-power watch. They used their 
design and engineering backgrounds 
to create the CST-01, the thinnest 
watch in the world. 

The flexible stainless steel bands are 
milled, then integrated with E Ink 
and a paper-thin battery.



www.digitalcraftpdx.com

Digital Craft
PORTLAND, OR

Matt Kennedy and Mix Sidthilaw 
run Digital Craft in an effort to 
make digital fabrication affordable 
and accessible for all. They offer 
laser cutting, CNC milling and 3D 
printing services for customers big 
and small, in addition to designing 
and fabricating their own products.

Both the oak stool with inlaid felt 
and the Corian and cherry trivet 
are CNC milled, then finished  
by hand.



URB-E
PASADENA, CA

www.urb-e.com

Founders Grant Delgatty, Mateo  
Neri and Todd Belle set out to  
solve a common problem — it’s 
often difficult to complete the last 
mile of a city commute quickly 
and conveniently. Utilizing their 
extensive design backgrounds,  
they developed URB-E, a compact, 
green way to travel. 

The aluminum body of the URB-E  
is CNC milled.



Mistura Designs
DALLAS, TX

www.mistura.com

Led by innovators Juan Felipe Barreneche  
and Daniel Schemel, Mistura uses sustainable 
materials to create unparalleled style. Their  
ethos is “as nature intended...” 

The wood for their watch faces is CNC milled, 
then paired with naturally dyed leather and 
finished by hand. 



As our world becomes increasingly digital, 
the definition of handmade is changing. 
Computers have become part of craft. 

Easel™ is the software that makes it easy for 
anyone to go from idea to finished product.




